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INTERCOSMETICS
Manufactures products for hairdressers third parties
PRIVATE LABEL

COMPANY
PRODUCTION OUTSOURCING PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS FOR HAIRDRESSERS . Since
1997, we offer customization of product lines for professional hair with a turnkey service , from
formulation to finished product, including the study of graphic design, be sure to provide a great
product and to play an excellent customer service there and witnessed by a large number of
companies who come to us with continuity for its product brands .
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Our LABORATORY OF CHEMICAL LABORATORY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT and always
and constantly updated to ensure and customize the formulation of the products , using only high
quality raw materials . Our team consists of experts in chemical formulas Trichology studying

innovative and exclusive .
PRODUCTION
Intercosmetics Contract and leader in the production of dyes , semi-permanent colors , treating and
restructuring lotions , creams and masks, cleansers for the treatment of scalp and hair, styling and
finishing products . In the new production plant in Settimo Milanese also carry out a meticulous
QUALITY CONTROL pre-production and post-production. The minimum quantity of order is variable
and the production capacity and 18/20.000 pcs per day.
MARKETING & SERVICES
+ MARKETING SALES SUPPORT for the optimization of the choices , STUDY AND RESEARCH OF
GRAPHIC PACKAGING for packaging design , LITERATURE assistance lyrics and translations to
the international standards
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